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The Secret Life of Rocky Taconite: Bay Area Historical
Society Tells All
By Kitty Mayo

heated sections of
steel and laid it on top
of the stump.

He may not be pretty, but he
sure is cute, and Rocky Taconite has come to be an iconic
photo opportunity for tourists
on the north shore route.
At their recent annual meeting and dinner the Bay Area
Historical Society invited a
guest speaker to reveal much of
the mystery: Neil Forsberg, one
of the men behind the construction of our tall friend.
Contrary to popular internet
lore, Rocky was not built out of
storage tanks, nor is he standing on a big block of taconite
(because that's not a thing). No,
his story is much more interesting than that.
While he was designed in his
grandeur to resemble a couple
of giant, animated taconite pellets, his proud stance is on a
block of granite. And yes, that
pick axe sure did come over on
the boat from Sweden.
Dedicated in 1964, all of
Rocky's 12 feet celebrate the
reason that Silver Bay exists at
all, and for it's self-proclamation as “Taconite Capital of the
World”.
Forsberg grew up in Minneapolis, and as a young man
came into the employment of
his uncle, the owner of a historic blacksmith shop that
evolved into an ornamental iron
manufacturer called Star Ironworks.
“We knew how to do the old
Swedish hammered and polished fancy stuff in brass, and
wrought iron for railings,
sconces, light fixtures. I tell 'ya,
it's a lost art,” Forsberg said.
When the company received
an artist's conception for Rocky
Taconite sent from Silver Bay,
Forsberg's partner, who was unfamiliar with the fabrication
process, put a bid on it that was
accepted.
“He left it up to us in the
shop, and that's where it got interesting, we never did anything like this job before,”
Forsberg laughed.
Unsure how to shape the steel
that they would heat and hammer into a round, they struck on
the idea of using the stump of a
huge elm tree that had just been
cut down. With a bowl shape
cut into the stump, the men

“We beat the heck
out of it with leathercovered hammers,
then welded the
pieces together to
make a round for the
head, then the body,
now we had a start of
Rocky,” said
Forsberg.
Once the body and
head pieces were connected, a big steel
loop was welded to
the top of the head by
which to keep him
suspended upright.
Arms and legs of pipe
sections were attached.
“We didn't know
what size, so we'd cut
pieces of pipe and
tack them on and ask
'does that look like an
arm?' until we got it
right.”
Then they came to
Neil Forsberg at the Bay Area Historical Society meeting holding a photo of
the hands. “Oh boy, I
Rocky Taconite at the blacksmith shop. (Photo by David Samuel)
said, that wasn't any
big deal, remember in kindergarten when you lay your hand
the time he was ready to be done
the forge and there was Rocky
down on the paper and go round
with the project that presented so hanging with a that flickering
with a crayon to make turkey
many head-scratchers, now he
light right above him. My son
feathers?,” Forsberg said.
looks fondly at the honor of havsaw that and you never heard so
ing a part of his family's history
much screaming in your life. It
And that's exactly what he did,
incorporated into the sculpture.
was scary!,” Forsberg said.
tracing his own hand several
sizes larger with a marker on a
“That axe Rocky is holding is
Forsberg's oldest son was
piece of steel. He says the hand
my grandfather Charlie's,
there at the Bay Area Historical
raised in a friendly way was no
brought from Sweden when he
Society annual meeting earlier
problem, but curving a hand
emigrated. People brought their
this month, along with several
around an axe handle was antools with without a handle, and
other family members. Since
other matter. After some head
it never did have a handle put
then, Forsberg's son has recovscratching, the solution was
on, so we welded it onto a pipe
ered from his fright, and Rocky
found by filling the as-traced
and put it in his hand,” said
became a favorite stop for their
steel hand with sand and placing
Forsberg.
family's visits to the north
it back into the forge until the
shore.
fingers could be properly
Primed black, Rocky was
curved.
ready for his journey north. But
Ruth Koepke, member of the
not until Forsberg introduced
Historical Society, remembers
The gauntlet gloves worn by
him to his first youngster. With
when the city got their mascot
the men in the blacksmith shop
high hopes to make a great imthat would represent the tacowere the inspiration for Rocky's
pression on his two-year old son,
nite industry. Silver Bay resigloves, and then they moved on
Forsberg returned to work afterdents were asked to name the
to the finer points of his face
hours for what turned out to be
statue, and the Rocky Taconite
with trial and error of materials
something closer to a Halloween
won out over “Petey Pellet”.
and techniques to give him the
scare than a happy family outNow Koepke says keeping the
face he has today. Accoutreing.
history of the area alive is an
ments like boots came after the
important mission.
feet they fashioned came out unParking in the dark alley that
acceptable to their standards.
was closest to the door, Forsberg
“We are looking for new
brought his son into the darkmembers and young members
At the time the considerable
ened shop where only one old
to carry on, we would like to
problem of forming a realistic
fluorescent tube flickered.
have people interested in our
pickaxe was solved when
history because it could be
Forsberg remembered an old axe
“We walked into the pitch
lost,” Koepke said.
stored in his father's garage. At
black room that was smelly from
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